Behaviour Management Cards

GREEN CARD
You can earn Green Cards in your class by doing the following
things:
 Following the class and school rules.
 Attending school regularly (100% attendance in a term –
maximum of 2 per year)
In your class you will have a reward system. This helps you see how well you
are going.
What happens when you get a Green Card?
When you earn a Green Card, you bring it to the office. This will be recorded
on the computer against your name. Earning lots of Green Cards will get you
into the GREEN CLUB.
Being a member of the GREEN CLUB gives you rewards and privileges.
ALL GREEN CLUB members will receive a badge.

Each time a badge is earned, you will be entitled to a different
reward:
4 Green Cards = Bronze Badge
8 Green Cards = Silver Badge and an icy pole
12 Green Cards = Gold Badge and a lucky dip
16 Green Cards = Platinum Badge and a book voucher
20 Green Cards = Diamond Badge and a book voucher
In addition – there will be a lucky draw prize at Parent Assemblies if you are
wearing your badge(s).
All GREEN CLUB members will have the opportunity to participate in specially
arranged activities. There will be at least one each term.
At the end of the year, all GREEN CLUB members will be given a special treat.
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BLUE CARD
You may be given a BLUE CARD if you are not doing the RIGHT thing.
Blue Cards are given for:
 Breaking your classroom rules.
 Breaking the playground rules.
In your class you have a set of rules which helps the class to function at its
best. By following these rules, you will not get into trouble and you will make
the most of your learning opportunities
In the playground, we have a set of rules which helps us all to play safe and
cooperatively together. By following these rules, you will not get into
trouble.
What happens when you get a Blue Card?
When you get a Blue Card, you must bring it to the office. This will be
recorded on the computer against your name. Receiving too many Blue Cards
will mean you will have certain privileges taken from you.

4 Blue Cards

=

School community service at lunchtime or
lunchtime detention.

8 Blue Cards

=

School community service at lunchtime or
lunchtime detention.

More than 8
Blue Cards

=

Your parents will be notified. You will have
detention at recess and lunchtime.
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YELLOW CARD
You may be given a YELLOW CARD if you do something really silly that is not
SAFE and SENSIBLE
Yellow Cards are given straight away if you:
 Lose your temper and hurt someone in some way.
 Play too roughly so that someone gets hurt.
 Damage school property or someone else’s things because you lost
your “COOL”.
 Say nasty things to others because you don’t think.
 Use inappropriate language (e.g. swearing) which affects others.
 Are asked too many times to do something (you probably have already
received a blue card during the day).
The school has a set of rules that says this sort of behaviour is NOT
ACCEPTABLE at our school.
Using the excuse that it was “just an accident” or “they made me do it” or “I
just lost my cool” is no excuse for not thinking and behaving poorly towards
others, or towards school or someone’s property.
What happens when you get a Yellow Card?
When you get a Yellow Card, you must go straight to the office. This will be
recorded on the computer against your name. You do not get lots of chances
with a Yellow Card.
Receiving a Yellow Card means that certain things will occur IMMEDIATELY
 Your parents will be notified straight away.
 You will lose a GREEN CARD and have to earn it back. Losing a Green
Card may mean you lose a Green Club badge.
 You will have to do detention either in school time or after school,
depending on the seriousness and result of your actions.
AND / OR
 You may miss the next school excursion or incursion
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RED CARD
You may be given a RED CARD if you DELIBERATELY do something that affects
or hurts other people, or causes damage around the school.
Red Cards are given straight away if you:
 Deliberately hit someone or hurt them in some way.
 Deliberately verbally abuse someone (this includes swearing, teasing
or bullying)
 Steal or deliberately damage school property or someone else’s things.
 Are deliberately defiant.
The school has a set of rules that says this sort of behaviour is NOT
ACCEPTABLE at our school.
Using the excuse that you just got angry is no excuse for behaving poorly
towards others.
What happens when you get a Red Card?
When you get a Red Card, you must go straight to the office. This will be
recorded on the computer against your name. You do not get lots of chances
with a Red Card.
Receiving a Red Card means that certain things will occur IMMEDIATELY





Your parents will be notified straight away.
You will be taken out of GREEN CLUB and will have to start again.
You will miss a school excursion or incursion.
You will be withdrawn from class and have to do “In School
Suspension”.

AND
You MAY even be suspended from school.
This is a serious consequence.

